Abstract: This is the rst part in a series of papers, where we consider new connections between computer science and modern mathematical physics. Here we begin to study a class of "concrete" random processes covering most of well known processes, such as locally interacting processes, random fractals, random walks, queueing networks, random Turing machines, etc. Here we restrict ourselves to linear graphs. We establish existence and uniqueness of the dynamics in the thermodynamic limit and prove that this dynamics is clustering. We get ergodicity and non-recurrence conditions in a small perturbation region. We study invariant measures and large time fractal type behaviour for random context free grammars and languages. Key-words: grammars, L-systems, thermodynamic limit, cluster expansion, branching process.
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processes with a local interaction (see 6]) which act on this state space by randomly updating symbols s x at sites x. We want to consider processes where one symbol s x can be replaced say, for example, by two symbols. The question is where to put these symbols without destroying space homogeneity. To have su cient space for this on the lattice one would have to move apart all other symbols, producing new enumeration for an in nite number of them. This procedure is intractable because on a nite time interval we should do an in nite number of such renumerations. We discuss here rigorous de nitions of such processes in one-dimensional case (that is for linear graphs). We establish existence and uniqueness of dynamics in the thermodynamic limit and prove that this dynamics is clustering. We get ergodicity and nonrecurrence conditions in a small perturbation region. We study invariant measures and large time fractal type behaviour for random context free grammars.
We widely use here some ideas from cluster expansions technology which has proved to be strongest tool in mathematical physics but has not yet been used in computer science.
This section contains mainly de nitions and the simplest results. The main results of section 2 are theorems 1, 1 constructing the thermodynamic limit of the dynamics for nite time. The proofs use essentially cluster expansion techniques introduced in the same section. In section 3 we consider the simplest process with a local interaction and its small perturbation where vertices can be produced and killed. Main results are theorems 2, proving convergence to a unique invariant measure for in nite string dynamics and 3 giving conditions for transience and ergodicity for nite string dynamics. It is worth notice that these conditions can only be given in terms of invariant measure for in nite system. Section 4 deals with context free grammars outside of small perturbation region. We consider the large time limit of correlation functions. We nd invariant measures (theorems 5, 6) . For degenerate cases we de ne fractal behaviour of grammars and niteness of the number of critical exponents (theorems 7, 8) . Also the asymptotic probability distribution on the set of sentences of a context free language is found (theorem 9).
Grammars
Consider a nite set S which we call the alphabet. A string is a linearly-ordered (or completely ordered) sequence of symbols from S. For Concatenation of in nite strings is de ned similarly.
Let n =j j= l( ) be the length of . Let e = ; be an empty string, so that e = e =
We call a substring of if = for some strings ; . Denote S to be the set of all nite strings over the alphabet S, including the empty one.
Let U a nite number of elementary substitutions (productions), i.e. ordered pairs of nite strings i ! i ; i = 1; :::; k. A grammar theory considers trajectories, i.e. sequences of strings 1 ; :::; k such that for each j = 1; 2; :::; k ? 1 string j+1 is obtained from j by deleting some substring i of j and appending i instead, i.e. replacing i by i .
A pair (S; U) we shall call grammar. We shall always use this general de nition but note that in computer science the de nition of grammar is more restrictive. We remind it here.
Grammar (with nonterminal symbols) is a 4-tuple G = (W; V; U; n 0 ) where (1) W is a nite set (its elements are called nonterminal symbols, variables, or syntactic categories ), V is also a nite set such that V T W = ;. (2) U is a nite subset of productions, i.e. pairs u = ( ! ) where is a word over S = W S V containing at least one symbol from W, 2 S .
(3) n 0 2 W is a distinguished symbol (initial sentential form).
Sentential form is de ned by : n 0 is a sentential form and if is a sentential form and ! 2 U then is a sentential form.
A sentence generated by G is a sentential form containing no W-symbols. Simplest classes of grammars are the following. G is said to be (1) Linear if each production is of the form n ! l m, where l; n; m 2 W; 2 V . It is called right linear if each production is of the form n ! m, where n; m 2 W; 2 V .
(2) Context-free if each production is of the form n ! , where n 2 W; 2 S .
Language L over is a set of strings over . Concatenation (product) of lan-
The language L(G) generated by G is the set of all sentences generated by G. Language L(U; ) generated by U and is the minimal set of strings satisfying the following conditions :
Language L(G) has type (i) i G has type (i), i = 1; 2. Lindenmayer theory of L-systems is a parallel analog of Grammar Theory. It considers trajectories where ALL possible substitutions should be done simultaneously. This poses some restrictions because ambiguities can arise. That is why normally only the case when the left side of each production is one symbol only.
The following are classes L-systems are similar to subclasses of context-free grammars:
OL-system has all productions of the form s ! ; s 2 S and at least one production s ! for each s 2 S; DOL-system (deterministic OL-system) is an OL-system with exactly one production for each s; Context-sensitive L-systems have productions like x !
Random Grammars and L-systems
Computer science studies languages generated by grammars. Then random grammars should study probability measures on languages.
Random grammar is the following countable Markov chain. Assume that on U the nonnegative function q( ! ) = q( ; ) is de ned. Countable continuous time Markov chain G(U; q) with state space S is de ned by the following transition rates:
for any string and any production ! the rate of the transition ! is equal to q( ; ).
We discuss the following basic problems: Thermodynamic limit for such processes, existence and uniqueness;
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Classi cation of such chains. We use martingales and cluster expansion to provide explicit necessary and su cient conditions for ergodicity and recurrence in a "small perturbation region"; We study large time behaviour in transient context free cases and show that it can be decomposed on invariant measure type behaviour and fractal type behaviour.
Stochastic L-systems are discrete time systems, they were introduced earlier.
But it seems that the terminology of Markov processes was not even known to the authors, see for example 3]. As a consequence the authors rediscovered some elementary results from branching processes. When we do trajectories random we get asynchronous (continuous time) dynamics for grammars and synchronous (discrete time) dynamics for L-systems. Random grammars and L-systems are known to have applications to programming languages and to biological growth models.
Turtle Dynamics One can also de ne a local sequential alternative of such processes. The state space is now the set of all pairs ( ; x i ) where is a string and x i is some of the symbols of . One can think about a particle which is situated at this speci ed symbol. Each transition (in discrete or continuous time) consists of the creation by the particle, instead of the symbol x i where it is situated, two, one or zero symbols and simultaneous jump of the particle to one of the created symbols or to the neighbours of x i .
Existence The continuous time homogeneous countable Markov chain G(U; q) is non exploding, i.e. one can construct a process with a.s. nite number of jumps on any time interval 0; T] for any initial state. It is quite obvious because sum of the rates of jumps increasing the length of the string is dominated by the rates of the pure birth process on Z + with transition rates (n ! n + d) = Cn, where n is the length of the string, C is maximum of the transition rates for our process and d
is the maximal di erence of string lengths in the productions. But such pure birth process with linear growth of transition rates is known to be nonexploding. :::V a 1 exp(H 0 (t ? s 1 ))ds n :::ds 1 (1) where the last sum runs over all sequences a 1 ; :::; a n .
Operator Representation. Here we take H 0 = 0. Symbol a = (u; i) consists of a particular production u = ( y ! ) and an integer i 1, V a is a linear operator in the Banach space l 1 (S ) which acts in the following way. We write down its action on measures from the right. Denote the point measure on S with support on string . Then Lemma 1 Now apply the last term of the expansion (2) to some . Then the number of terms for given n has an upper bound C 1 (l( )C n for some constants C; C 1 = C 1 (l( )). Then for small t the series is a norm analytic function of q(:) and t in the space of measures.
Proof. For given a 1 ; :::; a k consider the number of operators V a k+1 giving nonzero contribution to V a 1 :::; V a k V a k+1 . It does not exceed l( ) + Ck where l( ) is the length of the initial string. This gives the desired estimate.
Note that the norms of V a are uniformly bounded. Thus we get analyticity for small t. Trajectory Representation. We take H 0 to be the diagonal part of H, it has negative elements on the diagonal. Symbol a has the same meaning but now we put V a = q(u) 1 1 1 where we assume that the trajectory ! starts from and has n consecutive jumps to n ; :::; 1 at times s n < ::: < s 1 respectively.
In nite String Dynamics
In nite string here is de ned as a string which is isomorphic (as a completely ordered set) to Z. For nite time we would like to de ne the analog of the process G(U; q) for in nite strings as the thermodynamic limit of processes G(U; q) starting with nite strings of length N. We study also how this limit is related to large time limit. The answer is not as straightforward as for locally interacting processes and depends on the problem one considers. We discuss various approaches to the thermodynamic limit.
In the standard approach to thermodynamic limit one is looking for the limit of correlation functions. The situation with our processes is more delicate because all vertices constantly die and reappear. One of the questions is how to specify a point in which we want to nd (e.g. one-point) correlation function. Second, one cannot expect to de ne an honorable process if we renumerate the in nite string after each transition. In nite interval we shall have in nite number of transitions and there is no unique natural enumeration at time t. One could say that there is no coordinate system for strings.
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There is however a straightforward way to reduce in nite string dynamics to a nite strings dynamics. If such reduction exists we say informally that the dynamics is clustering (or cluster). We give two rigorous incarnations of this intuitive idea.
Cluster expansion
Probabilistic expansion. Let us start with any initial in nite string. Fix some symbol x 0 of this string labelling it with number 0. We get then natural enumeration s(x) : Z ! S that is a one-to-one mapping of Z onto the string. Fix some pair (U; q) and consider the sequence of Markov processes G N on probability spaces N which are copies of the process G(U; q) starting with the nite substring x ?N :::x N of the initial in nite string. We want to study the limit N ! 1. De ne the following probabilities for the process G(U; q) on the interval 0; t] P N l (x i ) -probability that starting with initial string x ?N :::x i extreme right symbol x i is not updated P N r (x j ) -probability that starting with initial string x j :::x N extreme left symbol x j is not updated P(x i ; x j ) -probability that starting with initial string x i :::x j both extreme right and left symbols x i ; x j are not updated but all other symbols are updated.
Lemma 2 For all i; j; x i ; x j ; N the following formula holds P N (t; i; j) :
This is intuitively clear because until one of the symbols x i and x j is not updated the process runs as 3 independent processes -left, middle and right -due to our assumption about productions that a symbol can be updated only separately through left or right context. We shall give however more arguments which we shall need further for another expansion.
First of all, we introduce nite string dynamics with boundary conditions G(U; Let ! have jumps at times s k in the part ! <i and at times t k in the part ! ij . Denote y(s) the symbol of the string of the trajectory ! at time s, which is next to the left from the symbol x i . Consider the conditional probability (for the process G(U; q)) that x i ; x j ; are not updated under the condition that the trajectory ! (outside these two symbols) is given. It is equal to P(x i ; x j j !) = P(x i j ! <i )P (x i ; x j j ! ij )P (x j j ! >j )
where for example The same equalities can be written for two other probabilities and also for the whole process where the last summation is over all a n ; ::; a 1 such that each symbol of the string ij is updated at least once. In L ij we take all V a from the Markov chain with boundary conditions (x i ; x j ). Proof. Note that L ij can be considered as the restriction of one operator (connected kernel) to strings of length j ?i?1. To get the algebraic expansion rewrite the sum P an;:::;a 1 in the right hand side of formula (2) where the last sum is over all a n ; :::; a 1 such that No V a factors for symbols x i and x j ; At least one factor V a for each symbol of the initial string between x i and x j . It is useful to come back to the expansion (1). Call diagram G a sequence V an ; :::; V a 1 With a given diagram G we associate three other diagrams G l ; G m ; G r as follows. G l is a subsequence of V an ; :::; V a 1 with indices belonging to A left . To get G m we also take a subsequence of V an ; :::; V a 1 with indices belonging to A middle and modify the indices in the following way. If k 2 A middle then for a k = (u k ; i k ) we de ne a k = (u k ; j k ); j k = i k ? l( <i (:)) ? 1 where <i (:) is the string to the left of x i at the corresponding time moment. That is for the action V a k we count j k starting from the rst symbol to the right after x i . Remind that we alsways know where the INRIA conserved symbol x i is. Similarly G r is de ned but in this case we count starting from the rst symbol to the right after x j .
With given diagram G we associate a class of diagrams C(G) consisting of all diagrams which can be obtained from G by all allowable permutations of V a k . Permutation is called allowable if the order of each pair V a i ; V a k belonging to the same class A left , A middle or A right is not changed.
This follows from the commutativity of V a i V a k = V a k V a i belonging to di erent classes, using separation of time variables s j .
Remark 1 The last formula gives some interesting interplay between concatenation
and shu e algebras. Concatenation algebra was de ned above, the de nition of shu e algebra see in 10].
Cluster dynamics
Operator version. Proposition 2 From the operator expansion we see that for any > 0 there exists n = n( ) > 0 and operators M n such that for every initial string = y ?N :::y N the norm of (exp(Ht) ? M n ) is less than a n for some a < 1.
Moreover for some operators A (n) = A (n) 0;y i ;y j , every N and every initial string where the sum is over all i; j such that ?2n i < ?n; n j 2n.
Proof. By induction where on the rst we put M n = 0. On the second step take the operator expansion (4). All terms of it with ?2n i < ?n; n < j 2n we add to M n . On the next step we expand each term of the operator expansion with either ?n i < 0 j 2n or ?2n i < 0 j n further. We do it in the following way. Take for example the case ?n i; n < j 2n and write for exp(H e;x i ) an expansion similar to the basic expansion (4 We add terms with 2n k < n to M n and for ?n k continue in a similar way.
The induction expires after nite number of steps.
Probabilistic version. The central idea of the cluster expansion is to further expand P N l (x i ) and P N r (x j ) in the same spirit. One cannot do it with only positive terms in the cluster expansion. Note that P(x i?k ) = O(t k ) and by iterating the expansion we get the exponentially convergent series for p N i (x i ).
Proof of theorem 1. Using smallness of t we get P( N ij;t ) < a jj?ij for some a = a(t) < 1 (this fact can be easily proven without cluster expansion).
Iterating the expansion (5) we get a convergent series for p N i (x i ) with terms not dependent on N up to terms of order a N for some a < We get this dynamics as a limit of nite string dynamics for small t. We use the cluster expansion. Let (N) = x ?N :::x N be the substring (of the length 2N + 1) of the in nite initial string (we again x some symbol x 0 of the initial string). We already proved convergence of distributions of symbols x 0 and x ?1 and of trajectories in-between these symbols. Now exactly in the same way, given x k ?1 (!) = x ?1 we nd the ditribution of x k ?2 (!), i.e. of the rst symbol from the left of x ?1 which is not updated. The cluster expansion is the same and we shall not repeat it here. By induction we nd all other symbols. Independence of increments for this random point process is clear. All other statements are proven similarly to the statements for trajectories between x 0 and x ?1 . The fact that random sets A(t; !) are in nite a.s. for all t follows by covering 0; t] by intervals of su ciently small length t 0 . All other properties of dynamics for arbitrary t are easily obtained because they hold uniformly in all initial conditions for t < t 0 .
Local Observer
We saw that, for nite time, sets A(!; t) together with xing a symbol of the initial string gave us a good reference frame. When t becomes in nite this reference frame dissappears (as A(!; t) ! ;) and we need some means to understand where we are situated on the string. There exists one way to do it once and for all. But we shall see now that this way is extremely non constructive.
Consider the set S Z of con gurations or functions on Z taking values in S. This is a topological space equipped with the product topology. Also the group of translations acts on this topological space. In nite string can be identi ed with an equivalence class of functions up to translations (shifts). Equivalence class can contain one string (if the function is constant), nite number of strings (if the function is periodic), otherwise it contains countable number of functions, all of them di erent from each other. The set E of all equivalence classes becomes a topological space in the induced topology. In this topology two in nite strings are close if there exists su ciently long substring common to both representatives.
For Gibbs elds on Z the thermodynamic limit is de ned using local functions.
To de ne a notion of a local function in our case one needs to use Zermelo's axiom of choice, i.e. to choose one representative from each equivalence class, that is to x some symbol for each string. One can say that to nd zero point (coordinate system) in space one needs Zermelo's axiom of choice. After this one could consider local function on these representatives and extend it by translations to all functions in the equivalence class. This is obviously intractable and we shall use more constructive appoaches to nd reference frames.
I think that these di culties have some fundamental nature (but completely di erent from nonexistence of points in noncommutative geometry), especially in higher dimensional situations -one cannot x a point in "space" independently of the past.
Reference point can be related to a local observer by putting him at some point of the initial string and de ning some rules of his jumping in time. Then we can INRIA look at the correlation functions at the points close to the observer and far away from it. One can put also several such observers and study their mutual disposition.
If the initial string is nite then the simplest way is put observer always to one of the ends of the string (for example, to the left one). More general way is to x again a symbol x 0 of the initial string and assign number 0 to it. Then all remaining elements get their numbers automatically. One can imagine that a local observer sits at site 0. Until this symbol is not updated the observer stays at the same point. When x 0 is updated with some substitution x 0 ! the observer jumps (using some Markovian rule) to one of the symbols of or to one of its neighbours x ?1 ; x 1 at the moment. Then number zero is prescribed to the symbol where the observer is and the remaining elements are reenumerated correspondingly. To escape dissapearance in case = e, the observer should jump to one of its neighbours.
For a given observer one can de ne local correlation functions. A local observer provides us with a zero point and thus with an enumeration at any time t. Then we look at P(s(?k) = s ?k ; :::; s(k) = s k ); k > O, at time t. It is clear that in the generic situation the random eld on Z de ned by these correlation functions will not be space homogeneous.
As an example consider the case with substitutions of the form ! ; j j= 1; j j= 2 ( context free grammars without terminal symbols). Here it is evident that local functions at neighbourhoods of di erent local observers become mutually independent.
See 1] where the case of the observer sitting at the end of the string is studied in more di cult cases.
Large Time Behaviour: Small Perturbations
Consider an independent process with local interactions starting with an in nite string and de ned in the following way. With rate 1, i.e. after exponential waiting time with mean 1, the symbol in a given vertex becomes r with probability p(r); P r2S p(r). Invariant measure for this process is Bernoulli sequence with probabilities p(r) of symbols. We shall call such transitions independent transitions.
Consider also a small perturbation of this process. Assume there are also rates c(s v ! ; s O(v) ) with which any symbol s v is replaced by a word . These rates depend on the con guration s O(v) in the neighbourhood O(v) of v, can be either empty or consists of one or two symbols. We assume further that all these functions c(:) (there is a nite number of them) are small enough. This set of parameters we shall call the small perturbation region.
Invariant measures
We shall give two de nitions of limiting measures.
De nition 1 Start with some in nite string and consider any local observer (by denition it is always at vertex 0). Consider the correlation functions P(x n (t):::x n+k?1 (t) = ) where is a string of length k. Any limiting point of these functions for t ! 1; n = n(t) ! 1, we shall call limiting correlation functions.
Note that at least one limiting point exists due to compactness. De nition 2 Limiting correlation functions are any limiting points ( ) of q( ; t) as t ! 1. We call correlation functions q( ; t) invariant if they do not depend on t. We call them translation invariant if they de ne (by Kolmogorov theorem, if we enumerate as = x 0 :::x k?1 ) translation invariant measure on S Z .
Theorem 2 In the small perturbation region limiting correlation functions are unique.
They coincide with invariant correlation functions which are also unique.
We shall get explicit series for the correlation functions. In particular, for one-point correlation functions we have (r) = p(r) + O(c(:))
We shall also prove exponential convergence to this invariant measure.
Proof. We shall use the same kind of expansion as formula (1) As it is standard in cluster expansions for large T we rst take c(:) su ciently small and show (by appropriate resummation) that the radius of convergence (analyticity region) is independent of T. Take some vertex g = (T; v) at time T su ciently large. Let v be on distance exactly L from the left end of the string at time T and su ciently far away from INRIA both ends of the string at time T. We assume that the string is nite and its length N is much greater than L and T. We shall prove that the one-point correlation function at this vertex converges to a limit independently of how T and L tend to in nity.
To prove this we shall de ne for each diagram G a graph T (G), a cluster of this xed vertex. T (G) is de ned as the maximal connected directed subgraph of G containing g = (T; v) itself and not containing any line with contribution P 0 , and moreover for each vertex there is only one ingoing line (from bigger times). Now x some T , we de ne its contribution as
Resummation also will give us a simpler formula to calculate Q(T ). Consider the lowest vertices of T , that is the vertices from which there are no more outgoing lines belonging to T . They can be of two kinds: we denote vertices lying on time slice zero by V 0 and the rest by V 1 . We remember that in G just below this vertex v 2 V 1 there is a line l with contribution P 0 . If under it there is a vertex not on slice zero, then we make resummation using V a P 0 = 0. Thus only lines l ending at slice zero are left. They provide the joint probability distribution in the vertices if the tree just above lines with P 0 which is independent Bernoulli. Assume rst that there is Corollary 1 Let us consider in nite string process and arbitrary local observer. For any L 1 ; L 2 2 Z denote P( i ; L i ; t i ); i = 1; 2, the probabiliies of events that at times P( 1 ; L 1 ; 2 ; L 2 ; ) ? ( 1 ) ( 2 ) tend to zero exponentially fast with .
The proof of this theorem is along the same lines using cluster expansion introduced above.
Classi cation
Intuitively, the strategy of getting stability results is the following. A given vertex can produce instantaneously zero, one or two vertices. But the production rates depends also on the environment. We already know that some limiting "local" invariant measure will be established in the system after some time. This limiting measure appears to be the unique limiting measure for in nite string process. Exactly this invariant measure will give us in nitesimal mean production rates. Thus the stability condition should be the following. It is an interesting question of whether the last statement holds in the general situation (without assumption about smallness of some parameters).
Conjecture 1 If M = 0 then the chain is null recurrent.
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About the proof. The case M = 0 is more complicated. It is di cult to nd an exact martingale here necessary for criteria of null-recurrence (see 11]). Instead one could use change of measure for di erent times and coupling of nite and in nite string dynamics.
Corollary 3 (Classi cation for In nite Dynamics) In the small perturbation region transient case for nite string holds i for the corresponding in nite strings anyone of the following conditions take place:
1. For any two local observers the distance between them tends to 1 with positive probability;
2. There exist nonzero bound for the density of survived observers uniform in the initial distribution. More exactly, if at time zero we have the density of observers on the initial string say 0 then at all times the density is larger than c 0 for some constant c > 0.
Large Time Behaviour: Context Free Case
I did not go to maximal generality here, because there are too many types of degeneration of the considered processes. This is not too di cult but su ciently boring work. But I tried to give interesting examples and considered some cases which seemed typical.
Invariant measures for grammars
One nonterminal symbol. First we consider context-free grammars and assume that j W j= 1. Fix x 0 in the initial string. Then the initial string becomes a con guration on Z. Denote by M the class of measures on S Z such that lim inf 1 N #fi : x i 2 W; ?N i Ng > 0 Theorem 5 Assume transience for the countable case. Assume also that in the productions w ! the strings cannot have a substring ww.
Then the invariant measure is unique in M, translation invariant (we de ned it earlier for empirical correlation functions) and has exponential decay of correlations.
Convergence, starting from some measure in M, of the correlation functions to those of the invariant measure is exponentially fast.
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Remark 2 Assume that the countable case is ergodic. Then it is easy to see that in nondegenerate cases there is an in nite number of extremal invariant measures. One should just take at time 0 special translation invariant distributions with su ciently many nal symbols on the initial strings with xed point. If the countable case is null-recurrent. then the invariant measure (empirical) in M also exists and seems to be unique in nondegenerate cases.
Proof of the theorem.
Note rst that symbols of the initial string which are not in W do not count because, by transience of nite string dynamics starting with one symbol w, their density decreases in time. So, we can assume that the initial string is x i w.
It is useful to start with particular cases where we can nd explicitely the invariant measure. Proof. Each symbol s of the initial string produces a binary planar tree of descendants. There are 2 n symbols on the level n of this tree (discrete time n) and a unique path to each of these symbols. Summation of the one symbol probabilities at each vertex of the tree at level n with weight 2 ?n (empirical correlation functions) is equivalent to consider binomial expansion of Q n . Taking n ! 1 we have the result.
We shall use algebraic formalism for calculation of other correlation functions.
This will prove also uniqueness of limiting correlation functions. Let F be an algebra of all real functions on S, -functions s (:) form its basis. De ne a comultiplication To prove this one should just note we sum contributions of di erent neighbours of the level n of the tree and then put n ! 1. Case n = 3 is shown on the following 
L-systems.
In two following subsections we deal mostly with discrete time case (OL-systems). It has some notational advantages. Instead of rates we have here probabilities p(i ! ) to substitute string instead of symbol i 2 S. We give here a di erent approach to context free case based on branching processes. All de nitions which we have introduced for random grammars can be easily reformulated for random L-systems as well. Let us consider a nite directed graph, we call it one-particle graph. Its set of vertices is S, there is a line s ! x i there is a production s ! with containing symbol x. As in nite Markov chains, we introduce (maximal) closed classes -subsets S 0 S such that for all x; y 2 S 0 there is a directed path in the one-particle graph from x to y and back. We will write for closed classes S i that S 2 < S 1 if there is a production x ! with x 2 S 1 and having at least one symbol from S 2 .
Equivalently one can say that we de ne the directed graph of closed classes drawing a line from S 1 to S 2 . There are no cycles in this graph. Thus the set of closed classes is partially ordered. By transitivity we shall say that S 1 < S 3 if there exists S 2 such that S 1 < S 2 and S 2 < S 3 .
Let M be the matrix m ij ; i; j 2 W, of mean production rates where
where N j ( ) is the number of symbols j in . Theorem 6 There are at least n extreme invariant measures for the OL-system. Proof. We can calculate one-point correlation function as the limiting density of particles of a particular type in the corresponding branching process. Take such S a and consider the initial string with only symbols in the class S a . Then with positive probability symbols of S a will not die out. But one can claim even more: the number Thus the limiting one point correlation function will be nonzero for this class but zero for classes above S a . By compactness we get at least n di erent limiting distributions.
Fractal Correlation Functions
Invariant measures do not provide su cient characterization of Random Grammars or L-systems. One of the reasons for this is that there are strong connections between Grammars and L-systems on one side and fractals on another side (see 5]). We shall see it immediately from the example below. Let us remind these connections (see 5]) starting with a random context free grammar, which will bring us to the famous Cantor set. Here S = f0; 1g and the only productions are 0 ! 000; 1 ! 101
The rates, corresponding to the productions are both equal to 1. If we take DOLsystem with the same productions we get exactly the recurrent procedure to obtain the Cantor set, After time t = 0; 1; :::; we assign to each symbol x 1 ; :::; x n ; n = 3 t ;
consecutive subintervals (k ? 1)3 ?t ; k3 ?t ] correspondingly of black (in case x k = 1) and white (in case x k = 0) colour. Let C t be the union of black intervals. Then the Cantor set is T t C t . Random grammar, which we introduced, only makes recurrent procedure of Cantor set nonparallel. In this example the limiting (= invariant) measure is atomic concentrated on the con guration x i 0. Using geometric language it is equivalent to say that Cantor set has Lebesgue measure zero. If we want to know the asymptotics of one particle correlation function p t (1) it is equivalent to the question about fractal dimension of the Cantor set. Thus, to study the asymptotics of correlation functions we have to introduce "fractal language" for random grammars and L-systems.
Lemma 7 Consider a transient OL-system. Assume some power of the matrix of mean production rates to be positive and let be maximal eigenvalue of M,ṽ -corresponding positive left eigenvector. Start from nite string not identically zero and denote N t the vector of numbers of symbols from S in the string after time t.
Then Nt t tends in distribution to v where is a random variable on R + , which is positive with positive probability. This is known from the theory of branching processes with several particle types,
Thus after time t we shall have approximately c t symbols in the string. Consider now some string and let n t ( ) = n t ( ; ) be (random) number of substrings in the string at time t, if the initial string is .
We shall call random L-system weakly degenerate if all matrices M a are positive regular and their maximal positive eigenvalues are di erent from 1 and di erent from each other. Cantor grammar. Proposition 4 In this case the only normal type strings are = 00:::0. The only fractal exponent is h = log 2 log 3 . Possible fractal strings are all nite substrings, except 00:::0, which can appear in subsequent substitutions. All other strings cannot appear at all.
INRIA
Proof. We use a method which we call killing the invariant measure. We consider a modi ed Cantor system where S is potentially in nite: S = f0; 1; 3; 9; :::; 3 k ; :::g.
Substitutions are 0 ! 3; 3 k ! 3 k+1 ; 1 ! 101 and also have rate 1. Otherwise speaking, we encode long substrings of zeros. After this rescaling all possible (which appear in the process) substrings have normal type. That is for the original system (after decoding 3 k to zeros) they have the same critical exponent.
One point correlations. One can consider the system of all one point correlation functions as particles of a branching process. Assume that the branching process is nondegenerate and positive regular (some power of the matrix of mean productions is positive). Then all one-particle correlation functions are of normal type. This follows from well known results in the theory of branching processes ( where the sum is over all such that after deleting all symbols from other classes we get .
Consider case 3 and start with initial in nite string containing only symbols from S 2 . Then symbols from S 2 will dominate and the the fractal exponent for one-particle correlation function of symbols from S 1 will be log S 1 log S 2 . Other cases can be treated similarly.
Measures on Languages
Sentences Consider a context free grammar with j W j= 1 This limiting eld can be obtained also in the following way: consider the translation invariant limiting measure for the process with W-symbols and substitute instead each w-symbol independently a sentence randomly chosen from distribution .
INRIA
At the end we want to add some remarks. It is quite obvious that each random grammar with fractal exponents should have some geometrical fractal interpretation (many examples and references see in 5]). Geometrical incarnations of random grammars (like Cantor) are tightly connected with exit boundaries. In another place we shall come to this point with more details.
In 1] there is a review of recent results about more general right-linear random grammars -we do not assume them to be context free. Linear case corresponds to two-sided evolution of nite string (see also 1]) . Context free linear case is quite trivial compared to non context free case.
